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Abstract: The effects of the wall emissivity on aerodynamic heating in a scramjet
are analyzed. The supersonic turbulent combustion flow including radiation is
solved in the framework of a decoupled strategy where the flow field is deter-
mined first and the radiation field next. In particular, a finite difference method
is used for solving the flow while a DOM (iscrete ordinates method) approach
combined with a WSGGM (weighted sum of gray gases) model is implemented
for radiative transfer. Supersonic nonreactive turbulent channel flows are exam-
ined for a DLR hydrogen fueled scramjet changing parametrically the wall emis-
sivity. The results indicate that the wall radiative heating rises greatly with
increasing the wall emissivity. As the wall emissivity rises, the radiative source
and total absorption increase, while the incident radiation decreases apparently.
Notably, although the radiative heating can reach a significant level, its contribu-
tion to the total aerodynamic heating is relatively limited.
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1 Introduction

Aerodynamic heating is an important and difficult issue in scramjet research, influenced by plenty of
complicated physical and chemical phenomena, such as high-speed jet, shock waves, combustion
reactions, and thermal radiation, etc. Among the above various complex processes, radiation has attracted
more and more attention recently. Nelson [1] simulated the chemically reacting flow fields in supersonic
combustor models coupled with a one-dimensional radiative heat transfer solution, which showed that the
radiative heating was amount roughly 10% of the convective heating. Surzhikov et al. [2] predicted both
the convective and radiative heating of internal surfaces in a dual-mode scramjet model and the NASA
SCHOLAR scramjet model, respectively, by NERAT-2D code, which demonstrated that the radiative
heating contributed significantly to the total heating of the combustor wall. Their quasi-one-dimensional
model was then validated by comparison with several experiments [3]. Wang et al. [4] developed a
decoupled procedure to compute the turbulent combustion flows including radiation in DLR hydrogen
fueled and SCHLOAR ethylene fueled scramjets, respectively, which indicated that radiative heating
reached an order of 10 kW/m2, but not greater than 7% of convective heating. Other similar researches
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are referred to [5]. However, research on thermal radiation in the scramjet is still much immature, which
needs more thorough works.

The paper mainly discusses the emissivity effects on aerodynamic heating, particularly radiative heating,
in scramjet, by a decoupled simulation strategy developed by Wang et al. [4], combing finite difference code
for flow field and discrete ordinates method (DOM) for radiative transfer including an weighted sum of gray
gases model (WSGGM) for spectral property calculation. Firstly, a series of supersonic nonreactive turbulent
channel flow cases with different wall emissivities are conducted for detailed parametric studies. Then, as an
application situation, the flow field including radiation in DLR hydrogen fueled scramjet is simulated, in
which the wall emissivity effects are investigated meticulously.

2 Mathematical and Physical Models

2.1 Governing Equations
The conservation forms of Navier-Stokes equations including chemical reactions are as follows:
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where ρ, ui, p and T are density, velocity in i-direction, pressure and temperature, respectively; τij is the shear
stress tensor, and δij is Kronecker function; E and H are respectively total energy and enthalpy per unit
volume; ns is total number of species; Ds, hs and ωsare mass diffusion coefficient, absolute enthalpy per
unit mass and mass production rate per unit volume of species s; qrj is the radiative heat flux. In the
current research, Favrè average is introduced to Eq. (1) and the Menter’s k-ω SST two-equation model
[6] including the compressible correction [7] is selected for the turbulence closure.

Assuming the local thermodynamic equilibrium exists and ignoring the scattering effects of radiative
participants, radiative transfer equation follows:
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where the subscript ‘ν’ is radiation frequency; r denotes the spatial location and μ represents a directional unit
vector; κν, Ibν and Iν are, respectively, the spectral absorption coefficient, spectral blackbody radiation
intensity and spectral radiation intensity. The radiative heat flux divergence is
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The wall radiative heat flux is expressed as:
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where εwν is the wall spectral emissivity; Ebν is the spectral blackbody emissive power; nw denotes the unit
vector normal at the wall.
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2.2 Weighted Sum of Gray Gases Model
In the weighted sum of gray gases model [8] (WSGGM) for calculating the properties of radiation

participating gases, the non-gray gas is replaced by several gray gases respectively with temperature
independent absorption coefficients and temperature dependent weighted factors, whereas the overall
radiative effect is regarded as a sum of the individual influences of the gray gases. The WSGGM has
advantages in small calculation amount and adequate accuracy. In present study, Perry 5GG WSGGM
proposed by Krishnamoorthy [9] for CO2 and H2O is used, in which the weighted factors for gray gases
are linear functions of the temperature, and the absorption coefficients for gray gases are given by the
pressure and the densities of CO2 and H2O. The weighted factors and the expressions of the absorption
coefficients are taken from [9,10].

According to WSGGM, radiative transfer Eq. (2) is re-expressed as:
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where K is the total number of gray gases; ak and κk are the weighted factor and absorption coefficient of the
k-th gray gas, respectively; T is the temperature and σ is the Stefan-Boltzmann constant. The radiative heat
flux divergence is split as:
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For diffusively gray wall, the wall radiative heat flux is

qrw;k ¼ ew
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where εw and Tw are the wall emissivity and temperature, respectively.

3 Simulation Methods

3.1 Numerical Schemes
In present research, a numerical solver, developed by Gao et al. [11–14], is used for the supersonic

turbulent combustion flow field simulation based on the finite difference method. In the solver, the Roe
scheme is used for discretizing the convective flux vectors and the MUSCL method is introduced to
achieve a second-order precision; a central difference is adopted to discretize the viscous terms, and the
implicit LU-SGS method for the time integration.

The discrete ordinates method (DOM) [15], convenient to couple with the finite difference computation
for the flow field, is employed for solving the RTE. Considering the accuracy and stability in solving process,
S4 and step schemes are, respectively, adopted for the angular quadrature and spatial discretization in DOM.

According to [4], a decoupled strategy for solving the supersonic turbulent combustion flow with radiation is
utilized in present study: solve the supersonic turbulent combustion flow first without radiation to be convergent;
then, the radiation field is computed based on the flow field data, details can be referred [4].
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3.2 Grid Independence
A case of the generic direct-connect scramjet for hydrogen fuel of German Aerospace Center (DLR) [16]

is used for discussing the grid independence of the present numerical schemes. The geometric sketch of the
scramjet is shown in Fig. 1, in which the hydrogen is injected parallel to the air stream through the holes at the
base of a wedge. The air flow and hydrogen jet conditions are listed in Tab. 1. Both the top and bottom walls
are taken with the same temperature 400 K. It has been shown that the convective heating is very sensitive to
the grid refinement and the initial grid spacing near the wall is of great significance [17]. Therefore, the
convective heat flux at x = 0.0534 m on the bottom wall is selected as the supervised variable for
discussing the grid independence. Four meshes are used to simulate the turbulent combustion flowfield in
the DLR scramjet. The total numbers of grid nodes of these four meshes are 22740, 30320, 38500 (see
Fig. 2) and 45480, respectively, with the corresponding initial grid spacing of 1 × 10−4 m, 1 × 10−5 m,
1 × 10−6 m and 5 × 10−7 m. Fig. 3 shows the effect of the grid refinement on the wall convective heat
flux. The grid with 38500 nodes and the initial grid spacing of 1 × 10−6 m is refined enough to predict
the convergent convective heating. According to this, for the later simulations, the initial grid spacing
near the wall is set to be not greater than 1 × 10−6 m.

3.3 Validation
The DLR scramjet case is still employed to validate the reliability of the present numerical schemes,

since it has the experimental data of temperature for comparison. In this section, the grid of 38500 nodes
is used and both the top and bottom walls of the DLR scramjet are set to be adiabatic. Fig. 4 compares
the present results with the experimental temperature data [16] in the y-direction, respectively, at x =
61 mm and 216 mm, which shows a good agreement. Therefore, the present simulation solver is reliable.

Figure 1: Geometric sketch of the DLR scramjet

Table 1: Conditions for air stream and H2 jet in DLR scramjet

Ma T∞/K p∞/Pa YH2 YO2 YH2O YN2
Air stream 2.0 340 105 0.0 0.232 0.032 0.736

H2 jet 1.0 250 105 1.0 0.0 0.0 0.0

Figure 2: The CFD mesh for the DLR scramjet with the total number of grid nodes of 38500
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Since this paper focuses on the heat transfer behavior, simulation results in the present paper don’t
include flow parameter distributions, which are often discussed in supersonic ejectors [18].

4 Results

4.1 Supersonic Turbulent Channel Flows
A series of supersonic nonreactive turbulent channel flow cases are computed for parametric studies on

the wall emissivity effects. The rectangular channel with dimensions of 1.0 m × 0.2 m is sketched in Fig. 5,
and between the two walls is filled with fully radiative participants of CO2 and H2O. Assume both the top and
bottom walls are diffusive and gray with the same emissivity. In all simulations, Ma = 2.0, ρ∞ = 1.0 kg/m3,
T∞ = 2000 K, the wall temperature Tw = 300 K, the CO2 mass fraction YCO2 = 0.5, the stream turbulence
intensity is given as 1%, and the wall emissivity ε = 0.2, 0.4, 0.6, 0.8, 1.0, respectively. The specific heat
and enthalpy of CO2 and H2O are expressed in temperature-fitted polynomials [19]. The simulation grids
are 80 × 100, and the first point distance from the wall is taken as 1.0 × 10−7 m to keep adequate
precision on predicting aerodynamic heating.

Figs. 6a and 6b shows the convective heating and radiative heating variations with different ε along
streamwise direction. Due to the fact that radiation nearly has no influence on the flow field, there is only
one curve for the convective heating in Fig. 6a. Both convective and radiative heat fluxes decrease
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Figure 3: Effect of the grid refinement on the convective heating
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Figure 4: Comparison of the present results with the experimental temperature data in the y-direction at two
x-locations. (a) x = 0.061 m and (b) x = 0.216 m
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streamwisely. The boundary layer thickens gradually along x-axis. The temperature gradient declines in the
boundary layer to reduce the convective heating, while the low temperature region extends to weaken the
radiative heating. Fig. 6 also shows that the radiative heating is only a small percent of the convective
heating (<2%).

Fig. 6b demonstrates that the radiative heating rises as the wall emissivity increases, which can be seen
more clearly in Fig. 7. Fig. 7 displays the radiative heating at different x stations, x = 0.25, 0.50, 0.75 m,
respectively. It shows that the radiative heating increases dramatically with ε rising. The emissivity effects
on the radiative heating can be deduced from Eqs. (4) or (7). Although there is a formally linear relation
between the radiative heating and the wall emissivity in Eqs. (4) or (7), the results actually appear nearly
exponential for the reason that the wall emissivity ε can also affect the radiation intensity greatly.

4.2 DLR Hydrogen Fueled Scramjet
The wall emissivity effects are also investigated in the DLR scramjet case as an application situation.

Both the top and bottom walls are taken the same wall emissivity ε = 0.2, 0.4, 0.6, 0.8, 1.0. The total
number of simulation grids is about 38,500, and the distance of the first layer of the mesh next to the

Figure 5: The supersonic nonreactive turbulent channel

Figure 6: Aerodynamic heating varing with ε along x-axis. (a) Convective heating qcw and (b) Radiative
heating qrw

Figure 7: Effects of wall emissivity on radiative heating
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wall is 1 × 10−6 m. The chemical dynamic model for hydrogen/air reaction including 7 species and 8
elemental reactions from [20] is chosen, and temperature-fitted polynomials coefficients of specific
capacities and enthalpies of all reactants from [19] are used.

Figs. 8–12 depict, respectively, the distributions of the temperature, H2O mass fraction, radiative source
(the minus divergence of the radiative heat flux), total absorption coefficient and incident radiation in DLR
scramjet with ε = 0.8. The total absorption coefficient and incident radiation respectively follow:

Figure 8: Temperature distribution in DLR scramjet with ε = 0.8

Figure 9: H2O mass fraction distribution in DLR scramjet with ε = 0.8

Figure 10: Radiative source distribution in DLR scramjet with ε = 0.8

Figure 11: Total absorption coefficient distribution in DLR scramjet with ε = 0.8
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Figs. 8–12 indicate that, generally, the higher the temperature and H2O mass fraction are, the greater the
radiative source, total absorption coefficient, and the incident radiation are. It also demonstrates that the
spatial distributions of the radiative source and total absorption coefficient are highly in consistent with
those of the temperature and radiative participants (H2O), while the spatial distribution of the incident
radiation spreads wider. Similar results can be found in other ε situations as well.

Figs. 13–15 show the variations of the radiative source, total absorption and incident radiation as the
different wall emissivity at three x stations in DLR scramjet, respectively. Figs. 13–15 indicate that as the
wall emissivity increases, the radiative source (absolute value) and total absorption coefficient rise, while
the incident radiation decreases apparently.

Fig. 16 depicts the convective heating and radiative heating both at the top and bottom wall in DLR
scramjet with different wall emissivities, ε = 0.2, 0.4, 0.6, 0.8, 1.0. Since the radiation nearly has no
effects on the flow field, there is only one result for the convective heating, with a peak of about 250 kW/
m2. The radiative heating goes up with the increasing ε, which can be clearly drawn from Eqs. (4) or (7),
and there exists a peak of about 6.7 kW/m2 as ε = 1.0. The results also show that although the radiative
heating can reach an order of 10 kW/m2, it still contributes very little to the total aerodynamic heating.

Figure 12: Incident radiation distribution in DLR scramjet with ε = 0.8

Figure 13: Effects of wall emissivity on the radiative source. (a) x = 0.10 m (b) x = 0.15 m and (c) x = 0.25 m
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5 Conclusion

In present research, the wall emissivity effects on aerodynamic heating in scramjet are investigated. The
supersonic turbulent combustion flow including radiation is solved by a decoupled procedure that computes
flow field first and radiation field next, in which the finite difference method is used for solving flow and
DOM conjugated with WSGGM for radiative transfer.

Figure 14: Effects of wall emissivity on the total absorption coefficient. (a) x = 0.10 m (b) x = 0.15 m and (c)
x = 0.25 m

Figure 15: Effects of wall emissivity on incident radiation. (a) x = 0.10 m (b) x = 0.15 m and (c) x = 0.25 m

Figure 16: Aerodynamic heating in DLR hydrogen fueled scramjet varying with ε. (a) Convective heating
qcw and (b) Radiative heating qrw
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Supersonic nonreactive turbulent channel flows and DLR hydrogen fueled scramjet with different
wall emissivities, are simulated respectively for parametric and application studies. The results
indicate that the radiative heating will rise greatly with the increasing ε. In DLR scramjet, as the wall
emissivity rises, the radiative source and total absorption increase, while the incident radiation
decreases apparently. Besides, although the radiative heating can reach a certain level, it still
contributes very little to total aerodynamic heating.
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